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It’s a brand new year, and do you
know what that means for us at
Costco? An exciting new line-up
of products coming to your local
warehouse! 2019 also marks an
important milestone for Costco,
as it’s our 10th anniversary
of being in Australia. Our first ever warehouse in
Docklands, Victoria, opened in 2009. Our Ringwood and
Crossroads warehouses are also celebrating their five-year
anniversaries. Congratulations to all our staff, suppliers and
members for your continued support over the years.
In other news, we have a new warehouse opening soon
in Ipswich, Queensland. Make sure you’re following us on
Facebook (@CostcoAustralia) for news and updates on the
official opening date.
Speaking of new developments, you may have noticed
that The Costco Connection has received a slight facelift.
This is to bring our magazine more in-line with our head
office’s publication in the United States.
Finally, I’m pleased to announce one more piece of news:
our Kirkland Signature Spring Water (Item 1224834) is now
produced locally in Australia. It’s bigger and better than ever
in 12x1.5L packs and you’ll find it in your local warehouse.
From all of us at Costco, we wish you a happy and
healthy 2019.
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40958 Bettina Liano Women’s Jean

4

1193077 Andrew Marc Women’s Pull on Pant

2

44263 JAG Women’s Sweater

5

1238647 Character Kids 4PC Pajama Set

3

45221 William Rast Women’s Henley Top
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1225566 Carters 3pc Layette Set 3m-24m
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1225566 Carters 3pc Layette Set 3m-24m

10

46748 Calvin Klein Men’s Stretch Pants

8

47071 True North Men’s Long Sleeve Merino Tee

11

43588 Puma Men’s Smash Suede Shoe

9

1132654 Buffalo Men’s Sherpa Lined Hoodie

FOR EVERYDAY
ADVENTURES

This classic men's winter jacket features a double layered bonded shell with 4-way mechanical stretch, a fully
lined interior with polyester fiber fill for warmth, a removable zip off/on hood with drawstring fleece lined for
warmth and one inside chest well pocket with velcro closure and two outside lower pockets with zip closures.
Windproof and water resistant. Sizes: S–XXL. Available in charcoal and black. Item #1134455

INSIDE COSTCO

TREASURE

HUNT
We like to think of shopping at
Costco as a treasure hunt of value,
where our members reap the
rewards! Here’s a sampling of our
favourite new finds, now available
at your local warehouse.

Lucky
bamboo
Bamboo Plants
Assorted Styles
Item 190215

Clean with
precision
Enjoy a fresh start this Lunar New
Year by keeping your home or business
clean and pristine with these items.
1. Damprid Moisture Absorber
Super Refill 3.4kg Item 48026 2. Big
Vac Wet & Dry Vacuum Item 55272
3. EKO 35L & 5.5L Combo Bin
Item 1193801

Get Lunar New Year ready!
Prepare your hearty feast with
ease – and don’t forget a toast
for good fortune!

1
2

Linkfair Stainless Steel
Hot Pot with Divider 28cm
Item 116600

Shui Jing Fang
Chinese Baijiu 500ml
Item 43342

Philips XXL Airfryer
HD9651/91
Item 47280

Zhang Xiao Quan
Stainless Steel Steamer
3 Tier Item 888988

3

This jumbocleaner
sized vacuum
large
is perfect for
and
family homes
aces.
commercial sp
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2

Storage solutions
for every space

1

Our top picks to help you organise
every room in your home.
1. Seville Garment Rack Item 1243747
2. Placetech 3-tier NSF Push Cart
Item 180003
3. Placetech 5-tier Corner Shelf
Item 180004

TIP

Keep your
new garment rack
uncluttered by using
it to store only your
favourite items of
clothing.

3

Are you short on storage space? Then it’s time to get creative
with your storage solutions! Make every inch count with these
items that fit into unused corners or wheel into any space.

Entertaining
essentials
Love hosting large
gatherings? Spruce
up your tabletop
with our selection of
stylish new dining
must-haves and
servingware.

Mikasa Trellis Fine
Bone Dinnerware 36pc
Item 1082163
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Signature Storage
Bowls with Lids 6pc
Item 1119304

Mason Drink Dispenser with
Stand 11L Item 1295679

INSIDE COSTCO

Snack time!

How to write the
perfect message

Feeling a little peckish? Dig in
with our favourite new treats.
1. 180 Snacks Pistachio Squares
454g Item 1148958*
2. Mariani Crocodile Jerky 250g
Item 830707**
3. Tropical Fields Freeze-dried
Durian 100g Item 47590
4. Honest to Goodness Organic
Coconut Cream 6x400g Item 47883

Healthy

Pistachios are loaded
with protein and fibre.

1

Write a draft Avoid messy
cross-outs by taking the time
to perfect a personal message before
writing a final version in your card.

2

Make it personal A truly heartfelt message
avoids clichés and includes personal details.
Start by asking yourself what the person you’re
addressing means to you, and how you can convey
this in a unique way.

Organic

3

Made from pure coconut
with no nasties added.

Local

Authentic croc jerky
that’s made in Australia.

Try talking Not great with words? Most
people find it easier to express themselves in
conversation, so strike up a chat with a friend or
family member about the recipient and what you love
most about them. Just make sure you take notes!

4

Be creative There are no rules or regulations
when it comes to writing a good message, so
just be yourself and let your sentiments flow naturally.
If you get stuck, try going through old photos or
cards others have given you for inspiration.

COOKING TIP
Coconut cream is a
delicious addition to loads
of recipes! For best results,
make sure you shake it
well before use, as the
liquid and cream may have
separated during storage.

Exotic

Taste the tropics from
your very own home.

*Available from mid-February. **Check availability with your local warehouse.

Burgoyne Hand-Made All
Occasion Greeting Cards 25pk Item 1900212
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18KT WHITE GOLD
0.80CTW PRINCESS CUT
DIAMOND SOLITAIRE STUDS

18KT YELLOW GOLD
0.24CTW DIAMOND
HEART EARRINGS

#1225193

#1132799

18KT WHITE GOLD
0.85CTW DIAMOND
PEAR PENDANT

Forever
Diamonds
#1235683

18KT YELLOW GOLD
0.32CTW DIAMOND BEZEL SET
HEART PENDANT
#1171214

18KT WHITE GOLD
0.75CTW ROUND BRILLIANT CUT
DIAMOND STUD EARRINGS
18KT WHITE GOLD
0.50CTW ROUND BRILLIANT CUT
DIAMOND SOLITAIRE 6 PRONG RING

#1225195

#1200806

18KT WHITE GOLD
0.96CTW BAGUETTE CUT
DIAMOND RING
#1152560

18KT WHITE GOLD
0.48CTW DIAMOND HEART BRACELET
#1235675

All diamonds are minimum VS2 clarity. I Colour.

Selections may vary by location.

BUYING SMART

JEWELLERY
MUST-HAVES
1. 18KT White Gold
1
0.75CTW Diamond Heart
Pendant Item 1233672*
2. 18KT White Gold 0.96CTW Baguette
Cut Diamond Ring Item 1152560*
3. 18KT White Gold 1.00CTW Brilliant Cut
Diamond Solitaire Ring Item 1130167*

Clarity

The four Cs
Find a gemstone
worthy of forever with
our expert diamondbuying advice.
BY BETH ANDERSON

S

electing diamond jewellery
is a momentous occasion.
Whether you’re shopping for
an engagement or wedding ring,
celebrating a special occasion or
simply treating yourself, the piece
you choose will most likely be with
you forever.
So, how do you unearth the
right stone? For Costco’s jewellery
buyer, Jennifer Cataldo, it’s a
matter of understanding the most
influential diamond properties: cut,
carat, colour and clarity. “Whether
you are buying a diamond for
yourself or for a loved one, always
follow the four Cs and you can’t go
wrong,” she says.

*Selections may vary by location.

Clarity describes the scale of imperfections
in a stone. Described as inclusions
(internal) or blemishes (external), the fewer
imperfections a diamond has, the clearer
and more expensive it is.
Clarity ranges from flawless (FL) through
to obvious inclusions (I3). Grades are
assigned by jewellers who examine the
stones under 10-power magnification;
for this reason, Jennifer believes it’s not a
feature you need to worry about, unless
your primary consideration is value.
“Clarity is probably the least important
factor when choosing a diamond ring, as
most diamonds have imperfections and
small inclusions which are microscopic,”
she says. “They’re unable to be seen with
an untrained or unaided eye.”

2

Carat

Carat refers to the weight of a diamond,
not its size. When rock shopping,
Jennifer advises putting aside the size
factor. “A large diamond of poor quality
is of less value than a smaller diamond
with better specifications,” she says.
When looking for a diamond of a
particular carat, it’s extremely important
to consider the quality of the stone.
Diamonds of the same size can have
vastly different values depending
on their qualities, which will have a
significant impact on your budget.

Colour

When looking for colour in a diamond,
less is definitely more. “The less colour, the
higher or better the grade of diamond,”
Jennifer explains. Diamonds are graded
in colour from D to Z, beginning with D
(colourless) and finishing at Z (light yellow

3

Cut

The right cut gives a diamond its sparkle.
“A well-cut diamond with the correct
proportions and angles is designed
to give the maximum amount of light,
brilliance and fire – and therefore
ultimate beauty,” Jennifer explains.
“Whereas a poor cut can make a
diamond look dull or lifeless.”
When shopping, look for stones that
are evenly cut, ensuring the lines and
proportions are symmetrical. Cuts that
emphasise a diamond’s sparkle include
brilliant, pear and oval gem shapes.

or brown). The ‘perfect’ diamond has no
colour at all, which allows the maximum
amount of light to pass through it, therefore
increasing its brilliance and fire.
Other than rare coloured diamonds,
such as red or pink, colourless stones are
the most valuable (and expensive!).
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18KT White Gold
0.48CTW Round
and Princess Cut
Diamond Ring

18KT White
Gold 0.16CTW
Round
Diamonds Oval
Ruby Earrings

#1166991

#1187705

18KT White Gold
0.72CTW Round
Brilliant Cut
Diamond Earrings
#1006519

18KT White Gold
0.10CTW Diamond
Twist Anniversary Ring
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18KT White Gold
0.17CTW
Diamond Twist
Pendant
#1166989

#1166988

18KT White Gold 0.24CTW Diamond
and 3 Oval Ruby Ring
Selections may vary by location.

#1301722

Kirkland Signature
Guaranteed to meet or exceed.

We saw a gap in the market where the right
product wasn’t available - either because it
hadn’t been created yet or because it didn’t
represent a value to our members - and so we
developed our own. Costco’s Kirkland Signature
products are guaranteed to meet or exceed the
quality of major national brands. This is true with
everything from men’s dress shirts to pet food to
facial tissue. And, because Kirkland Signature
products are exclusive to Costco, It’s yet another
reason to become a member!
Kirkland Signature allows Costco to develop
popular items with wide appeal to expand sales
volume, control the quality of the product and
drive down prices on national brands.
The Kirkland Signature brand has grown by this
formula: Offer high-quality products at great
prices, and let the members decide.

GIFT GUIDE

Valentine’s Day

gift guide
Celebrate this international day of love
by spoiling your partner with something
super special, courtesy of Costco.
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GIFT GUIDE

he lp
Ideas to r
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mile
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It’s wine
and dine
time!

Baileys
Strawberries &
Cream 700ml
Item 47406*#

G.H. Mumm
Rosé Brut
Champagne
750ml Item
21935#

Drinks to delight
Wining and dining is a delicious
Valentine’s Day tradition, and it
doesn’t have to end when you leave
the restaurant on 14 February. Your
local Costco warehouse (excluding
warehouses in SA and Qld) has a
fantastic variety of alcoholic beverages,
all ready for you and the love of your
life to enjoy together.
Our two top picks this issue are
this limited edition bottle of Baileys
Strawberries & Cream – perfect for
those with a sweet tooth – and our G.H.
Mumm Rosé Brut Champagne. Pop the
bubbles and celebrate together at home.

Valentine’s Day
24 Long Stem
Roses in Gift Box
Item 18229

Valentine’s Day
Dozen Roses Bouquet
Item 14790

Say it
with
flowers

Smell the roses

*Limited stock available.
#
Not available in Qld or SA.
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A beautiful bouquet is one of the best
ways to show your partner some love,
and it’s even easier with the gorgeous
array of fresh florals available at
your local warehouse.
We carry a selection of premium,
large-size, high-altitude roses in
various bouquets, plus a 24-stem gift
box that you’d otherwise only find in
florists and online. And, in true Costco
style, these items are well below the
price you’d find in a florist. Visit your
nearest warehouse to view our range.

Valentine’s Day Floral
Arrangement Item 29686

SPONSORED FEATURE

GIFT GUIDE

Sealed with a kiss

For the gents

There’s no better way to appeal
to a partner with a sweet tooth
than by gifting some ultra-delicious
chocolates! You’ll always find lots of
options at Costco, but we’ve got some
super special items in the warehouse
just in time for Valentine’s Day.
Our first pick is this 400g box of
Perugina Baci Italian chocolates,
with a crunchy whole hazelnut in the
centre. Plus, each chocolate comes
individually wrapped and includes
a little note inside.
Next, we love this Lindt Lindor Gold
Bag and these sweet marshmallow
bears. But you’d better get in quick –
these items won’t last long!

Searching for something for the man
in your life? Look no further!

Share
something
sweet

Lindt Lindor
Assorted Gold
Bag 608g
Item 41723

Perugina Baci 400g Item 47220**
**Only while stocks last. Not available from
all warehouses.

Truffets de France French
Marshmallow Bears 700g
Item 46634

For the ladies

Our top pick for
romance lovers
SPONSORED FEATURE

Buye’r s
pick

Nothing says ‘romance’ quite like
a gift from the heart. You’ll find a
wide range of jewellery items in the
warehouse all year round. But this
Valentine’s Day, we’ve selected some
very special items to ensure your
partner feels extra spoilt.
These heart-shaped pendants are
our jewellery buyer’s top pick. Crafted
from premium materials, each one
features a distinctive faceted diamondcut design, and comes affixed to an
18-inch coordinating chain with a
lobster clasp.
These items are carefully made
by master craftsmen in Italy and are
available for purchase in both white
gold and yellow gold.

Wenger
Swiss Military
Terragraph Watch
Item 1257720

Sony WH-1000XM3
Noise Cancelling
Headphones Item 47297

Gifts
from the
heart

Ultimate Ears
Boom 3
Item 47793

14KT
White Gold
Diamond
Cut Heart
Pendant Item
1008649

14KT Yellow
Gold Diamond
Cut Heart
Pendant Item
1008645
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SUPPLIER PROFILE

KEEPING IT
IN THE FAMILY
Four generations of Camerons
have worked at the family farm,
which was purchased by Sandy’s
grandfather in the 1920s. The
current family includes Julie,
Sandy and their three children
Sarah (not pictured),
Angus and Phoebe.

THE BEST

CHEESE
It might be a big claim, but the farming family from
Meredith Dairy have the accolades (and deliciously
good goat cheese) to prove it. BY JIYAN DESSENS

Grand Dairy Award Winners
THE COSTCO CONNECTION AUTUMN 2019 | 17

FARMING
WITH CARE
Sandy is a qualified vet, so
animal welfare is always front of
mind. “The most important task in
farming is observation,” he says.
“We keep our goats in small
family-run groups so they can
be properly monitored
and cared for.”

T

hirty years ago, you would have been
hard-pressed to find quality goat
cheese, but today we’re well and
truly spoilt for choice. It’s a countrywide
movement Meredith Dairy is proud to have
helped instigate. And, despite the wealth of
goat cheese products now on the market,
its items are still the cream of the crop.
“We milk our goats twice each day,
so this morning’s milk will be cheese
tomorrow,” says Julie Cameron, who owns
and operates the dairy with her husband
Sandy. “It means our product is always
consistent, always fresh. That’s why we’ve
been able to stay the best for 28 years.”
We visited their 4000-acre property,
situated 100km west of Melbourne, to see
first-hand how Meredith Dairy is making
its cheese according to industry-leading
standards of environmental management
and animal husbandry.

Finding their whey

In 1989, Sandy and Julie were living
in Melbourne and dreaming of a tree
change. Together, they decided to quit
18 | AUTUMN 2019 THE COSTCO CONNECTION

their jobs in veterinary science and nursing
and return to Sandy’s family farm. But two
years later disaster struck when, in 1991,
the Australian government abolished the
guaranteed price of wool.
“Suddenly, overnight, our income
disappeared,” remembers Julie. “Our wool
and Merinos were worthless. The only
way to survive was to farm differently and
value-add our own produce.”
A chance meeting with a cheesemaker
convinced them to try specialty cheeses, so
they built a small dairy and began milking
sheep. Five years later, they started off
with a handful of goats. Now, Meredith
Dairy boasts 10,000 goats, and thanks to
Sandy’s PhD in animal reproduction, every
goat’s production is measured each time
she is milked, and her health is closely
monitored. Groups of goats are kidded
four times a year, ensuring Meredith
Dairy has the best milk for cheese making
on-hand all year round.
“That has a massive effect because
every year our goats are the healthiest
they’ve ever been,” says Julie.

STAFF SUPPORT
When staff wanted to set up their own
farm, Meredith Dairy decided to help.
BEGINNING: Ex-employees set up
farms, build dairies and infrastructure
and the Cameron family supplies the
animals and equipment.
MIDDLE: Meredith Dairy gives
ongoing support, including nutrition,
veterinary best-practice procedures
and more staff when needed.
END: The milk is bought back at
a discount and cheese made at the
main property, not 2km away.

SUPPLIER PROFILE

Pepper and thyme are
added for flavour

Passion behind the product

You’ll find many producers boasting farm
fresh produce, but Meredith Dairy takes
‘paddock to plate’ to a new level. While
the seven-dairy enterprise has grown way
beyond what Julie and Sandy can handle
alone, everything is still done on the farm.
“We don’t see what we make as
products, they’re almost an expression of
our identity,” says Angus, Julie and Sandy’s
son who, with his sister Phoebe, has been
working on the farm since he was a child.
“We’re always looking to improve our
offering for our customers.”
This is something the brand has in
common with Costco, so it seemed only
natural for the two businesses to form a
profitable partnership. This has recently
expanded to the United States, giving the
business a host of exciting opportunities.
“We love the business model of
Costco,” says Angus. “There’s low margins
and costs on the Costco end and that value
transfers down the line to the customer
while treating suppliers fairly and making
us feel valued.”

Culture of sustainability

Meredith Dairy strives to be sustainable
environmentally, socially and financially.
This pledge has resulted in a number
of programs that aim to look after the
farm, community and the surrounding
region, which earned the family a coveted
Landcare Farm of the Year Award in 2012.
“Growing up on a farm gives you
a deep care and understanding of the
land, and its health is critical to success,”
explains Sandy. “Every decision we make
is viewed through a long-term lens.”

MEMBER BENEFITS
In the warehouse, members will
find Meredith Dairy’s famous goat
cheese in oil. At 550ml, it’s 50 per
cent bigger than items found at other
retailers. You’ll also find 300g serves
On the farm is a swathe of original
Victorian volcanic grasslands and the
Camerons have made it their mission
to conserve this almost extinct natural
habitat. To that end, 25 per cent of their
land is set aside for conservation, with
annual tree planting, crop rotation, soil
nutrient monitoring and replenishment and
landscape recovery also taking place.
These measures ensure the native
animals found on the farm, which include
platypus, koalas and sugar gliders, are
protected. Additional provisions, such as a
waste timber-powered boiler and solar hot
water systems, provide abundant sources
of renewable energy, ensuring the dairy
can operate at full capacity with minimal
impact on the surrounding environment.

of its creamy chevre with a distinctive
difference. “It’s actually a twin pack,
which is something we’re really excited
about,” says Angus. “That larger size
of goat cheese is unique to Costco.”
“Even the effluent from the factory
irrigates a timber plantation, currently
reducing greenhouse gases and eventually
supplying woodchips for the boiler,”
explains Sandy. “We want to demonstrate
that alternative power is cost-effective.”
For Julie and Sandy, farming is about
more than just producing products; it’s
about taking care of their animals and
staff, and ensuring their legacy remains
firmly in place for their children.
“Everything’s got to actually work with
each other,” adds Julie. “If you don’t look
after the land, your staff or your business,
then it’s not going to be there for the next
generation. The whole thing needs to be in
balance – in harmony with the landscape
we’re working with.”
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F O R Y O U R TA B L E

Easter treats
for kids

1

Up the fun-factor
this year by spoiling
your little ones with
an endless supply
of delicious goodies
from Costco!

2

7

3
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1. Kinder Easter Bunny 160g Item
48501*. 2. Kirkland Signature Jelly
Belly 1.1kg Item 731448. 3. Cadbury
Creme Egg Jar 464g Item 48029**.
4. Welch’s Easter Fruit Snacks
160x14g Item 47104. 5. Creative
Kitchen Sprinkles 20pk Item 46351.
6. Lindt Easter Selection Gift Box 600g
Item 611822. 7. Dollar Sweets
Cupcake Cases 600ct Item 48281.
*Available mid-February. **While stocks last.
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THE BRIGHT SIDE
OF SNACKS.

Item 34723

Item 116152

Item 41770

ALL NATURAL . READY TO EAT SNACK
Vegan friendly . Contains no gmo ingredients
no artificial colours, flavours or preservatives

www.djaproducts.com

F O R Y O U R TA B L E

Easter treats
for adults

2

Searching for something for the
grown-ups to enjoy while the kids go on
an Easter egg hunt? Look no further!
1

3

6

Make E
as
fun by a ter extra
dding a
shot
of Baile
ys to yo
ur
usual m
ocha!
5

PHOTOGRAPHY KAREN FISHER
STYLING YAEL GRINHAM

4

1. Baileys Original Irish Cream 1L Item 12102.
2. Lindt Gold Bunnies Gift Pack 2x200g Item
1026937*. 3. Lindt Lindor Assorted Gold Bag 608g
Item 41723. 4. Kirkland Signature Hot Cross Buns
24pk 1.35kg Item 27822. 5. Alli & Rose Chocolate
Wafer Sticks 700g Item 10901. 6. Truffles D’or
French Truffles 2x500g Item 28430*.
*Available mid-February.
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pork buns

King of Kings Year of
the Pig BBQ Pork Buns
720g Item 48440

sea cucumber

TIP: Short on time? This
item defrosts in the fridge
overnight. Sailing Boat
Premium Sea Cucumber
500g Item 44537

ginseng tea
Prince of Peace
Ginseng Root
Tea 80pk
Item 1202765

tiger prawns

TIP: Visit our seafood department
for super-fresh local produce.
Australian Cooked Tiger
Prawns 1kg Various
Item Numbers

egg rolls
Imei Egg Roll
Gift Tin 480g
Item 29882

Y
Lunar New ear

Celebrate the Year of the Pig in style with our delicious items.
Lunar New Year is celebrated all over the
world, from Korea, Laos, Vietnam and
Australia to China, the Philippines and the
USA. But no matter where you’re celebrating,
the sentiments remain the same: It’s all about
spending time with your loved ones and
wishing each other well for the coming year.
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One well-loved tradition is the iconic Lunar
New Year feast – and this is where your local
Costco warehouse can help! Whether you’re
seeking easy-to-cook sea cucumber, South
Australia’s finest abalone, delicious dumplings
or a premium bird’s nest health tonic, Costco
is here to feed your fortunes.

F O R Y O U R TA B L E

kimchi pancakes

dumplings

TIP: Serve these items with
a side of kimchi for an extra hit
of flavour. Jin Ga Ne Kimchi
Pancake 1kg Item 47593

Shanghai Streets
Pork & Black Truffle Soup
Dumplings 920g Item
40866. Chan’s Yum
Cha At Home Prawn
& Ginger Dumplings
900g Item 39359, Prawn
Hargow 1kg Item 14763

longevity noodles

TIP: Top your noodles with our
easy char siu pork and greens.
The Standard Meat Co.
Char Siu Pork Scotch Whole 1kg
Item 44527. Wumu Hand Pulled
Noodles 2.1kg Item 45325

bird’ s nest

Eu Yan Sang Superior
Bird’s Nest with Rock Sugar
6x70g Item 44588

greenlip abalone

TIP: Enjoy peak taste and
freshness with local, snap-frozen
abalone. Ausab Premium
Australian Greenlip Abalone
9pc 1kg Various Item Numbers

MAKE
THIS SUMMER
YOUR
HEALTHIEST
SUMMER!

At Webber Naturals we carefully source the best possible ingredients from
all over the world, to create the purest and most effective supplements
so you can perform at your best!

Learn more at webbernaturals.com

F O R Y O U R H E A LT H

going
Whether it’s a lifestyle
choice or for medical
reasons, gluten-free
eating is a growing trend.
Thankfully, these days,
there are lots of options to
keep you healthy.
BY JACQUI KWONG

A

ccording to the CSIRO Healthy
Diet Score 2016, 12.1 per cent of
Australians are avoiding gluten
and/or wheat. Why? There are a few
reasons, including a diagnosis of coeliac
disease, digestive discomfort such as
bloating and wind associated with issues
such as irritable bowel syndrome (IBS),
or as a matter of dietary preference.
But before giving bread the boot, it’s
important to understand more about
gluten and how to properly manage
any health problems you may be
experiencing. You never know – gluten
may not be the bad guy for you.

Making
gluten free
simple

Firstly, what is gluten?

who’s now in her 60s. “I thought I just
“Gluten is the protein in wheat that
had to eat less sandwiches. There was no
gives bread its texture and elasticity,
dietary support and I remained sick. In
and helps it to bind,” says Charlene
fact, I became sicker until one GP gave me
Grosse, Accredited Practising Dietitian
a book about being a coeliac.”
and spokesperson for the Dietitians
Cross-contamination is also a huge
Association of Australia. In some people,
issue for those diagnosed with coeliac
this protein makes the immune
disease. “Even the crumbs of nonsystem react badly, which
gluten-free bread accidentally
damages the bowel, in a
consumed by someone
COELIAC
condition you’ve likely
with coeliac disease
heard of: coeliac disease.
is enough to keep the
For an accurate result, you
must be consuming gluten at
If you’re diagnosed
disease active, putting
the time of testing. You’ll then
with coeliac disease, the
that person at higher
have a blood test, which, if
only current cure is strict
risk
of osteoporosis,
it comes back positive, is
followed by a small bowel
gluten-free eating for life.
nutrient malabsorption
biopsy to confirm
However, it’s not enough
such as iron deficiency or,
the diagnosis.
to remove wheat and other
more seriously, bowel cancer,”
grains that contain gluten from
explains Charlene.
the diet. Harvard Health lists some other
Is gluten an issue for you?
ingredients as potentially harmful, such
A recent study examined people with
as soy sauce, MSG, and even some
‘non-coeliac gluten sensitivity’ – who
medications that may use wheat starch as
suffer digestive discomfort but don’t have
fillers or in the coatings.
coeliac disease – and found that fructan,
Management is easier now with
a fermentable sugar found in onion,
increased understanding of the disease.
garlic, and foods containing gluten, was
“When I was diagnosed in 1985, it was
the more likely culprit.
rarely discussed,” says Deborah Maio,

test
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Kirkland Signature
ensures top quality
for great value.

F O R Y O U R H E A LT H

COELIAC

awareness month

March is Coeliac Awareness Month!
Visit us for a wide range of gluten-free
items, including pizza bases.

“If you’re taking gluten out of your
diet, you’re less likely to get the fructan as
well,” explains Charlene. “Since people
tend to feel better, they think gluten is the
issue when it’s not. The key message is:
Don’t go on any diet until you’re properly
tested and know what you’re dealing
with,” advises Charlene. “If you aren’t
diagnosed with coeliac disease, it’s
unlikely gluten is the problem,” she says.
To add to the case for being tested, a
whopping 80 per cent of the one in seven
Australians who have coeliac disease
remain undiagnosed. “Some of this is

because people feel they don’t need to go
to the doctor, or they consult ‘Dr Google’,”
says Charlene. And strangely, there are
lots of people who are likely to have
coeliac disease but are asymptomatic.
“This is tricky,” says Charlene. “When
these people eventually are diagnosed
they tend not to be as strict because they
don’t get digestive discomfort, but they still
have the same higher risk of other health
conditions,” adds Charlene.

Should you go gluten free
if you don’t have a medical
condition?

Going gluten free isn’t necessarily bad
for you. The CSIRO report noted that
‘avoiders’ – people who don’t eat one, two
or all of gluten, dairy and meat – ate fewer
discretionary foods (cakes, alcohol, salty
snacks) than the rest of the population.
But a word of caution: “There’s a
misconception that gluten-free is healthier,”
warns Charlene. But like anything else,
your health depends on how much you
consume and the quality of the food
you’re eating. Poor-quality, processed
gluten-free foods can have a negative
effect on your nutrition and may even
lead to weight gain, so be sure to read
the nutritional information panel carefully.

But this isn’t the only issue for those
consuming processed gluten-free foods.
“If gluten is taken out of grains and cereals,
this potentially lowers the fibre content,
too, and gluten-free diets are often lower
in fibre if people aren’t conscious about
replacing it,” says Charlene.
The upshot? “Don’t eliminate
food groups without replacing them
appropriately,” advises Charlene. “We
want to help people understand they can
go gluten free if they want to, but they
need to know what to eat instead.”

Gluten-free eating

Fortunately for people with coeliac disease,
and those who want to follow a glutenfree diet, there are many options available
now, including a great range at Costco.
“Compared to when I was diagnosed, it’s
a dream,” says Deborah. “The bread in the
’80s was inedible and the pasta was so
bad not even the dog would eat it!”
When it comes to fibre, there are
plenty of gluten-free grain alternatives.
“Try brown rice, sorghum, buckwheat,
maize and quinoa,” says Charlene.
“Lots of foods are naturally gluten-free,
too,” she says. “Fruit, vegetables, meat,
poultry, fish, eggs and cheese are all
healthy, low-cost options.”

ON THE SHELF
Costco has a
growing number
of gluten-free
products available
for those following
this way of eating.
Here’s a sample of
what you can find
in the warehouse.

Carman’s Deluxe
Gluten Free Muesli
1.2kg Item 16529

*Gluten, dairy and soy free.

Our Family Table
Gluten Free Lime &
Pepper Alaskan Fillet 1kg
Item 47768

Lifestyle Bakery
Super Soft Bread
2x500g Item 46584

Paramount 21
Vegan Garden
Burger 1.5kg
Item 46510*

Julian’s Gluten
Free Pizza Bases
4pk Item 27560
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TIP
A ripe pineapple
has a gorgeous
golden-coloured shell
and a light, sweet scent.
Look for these signs to
find the best of
the bunch!

IN SEASON

Pineapples

Pineapple and
coconut pie
Serves: 6
Time: 1 hr 40 mins

½ cup milk
½ cup full-fat cream
¼ cup brown sugar
½ cup caster sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract
4 tsp plain flour
1 cup shredded coconut
3 eggs
1 sheet shortcrust pastry,
defrosted
• 1 cup fresh pineapple, diced
• Full-fat cream, for serving
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Preheat oven to 170°C.
Meanwhile, add milk, cream,

brown sugar, caster sugar, vanilla
extract, flour, shredded coconut
and eggs to a large bowl, and mix
until well combined.
2. Line a greased nine-inch pie
tin with shortcrust pastry and trim
the edges to fit. Add all diced
pineapple to the pastry shell,
ensuring it is evenly spread. Cover
with coconut batter.
3. Bake the pie in the oven for
60–70 minutes, until firm but still
jiggly. Check pie halfway through
cooking time to ensure it’s not
browning too much on top. Turn
your oven down if this is occurring.
Once cooked, set pie aside to
cool. Once cool, place in fridge
for a further 20 minutes to allow
it to set. Garnish with pineapple
rounds and shredded coconut and
serve with full-fat cream.
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Rough on the outside and sweet
on the inside, this zesty fruit is
the perfect way to bring a taste
of the tropics to your table.

F O R Y O U R TA B L E

Hawaiian chicken
and haloumi skewers
Makes: 10 skewers
Time: 1 hr 40 mins
• 300g chicken breast, cubed
• ¼ cup Sweet Baby Ray’s
Hickory & Brown Sugar
BBQ Sauce, plus extra for
brushing
• 200g haloumi, cubed
• ½ a fresh pineapple, cubed
• 4 shortcut bacon rashers,
chopped
• 1 red onion, chopped
• 1 red or green capsicum,
chopped
• 1 lime, quartered, to serve
1. Add chicken and barbecue
sauce to a large bowl and mix
until well combined, then cover
with cling wrap. Place in the
fridge and allow to marinate for a
minimum of one hour (or overnight
if you have the time).
2. Preheat barbecue grill to
medium–high. Thread pieces
of chicken, haloumi, pineapple,
bacon, onion and capsicum onto

DID YOU
K NOW ?
bamboo skewers, repeating
until all ingredients are used.
3. Cook the skewers on the
preheated grill, turning frequently
until nicely browned on all
sides and the meat is no longer
pink in the centre, about 12
minutes. Occasionally brush extra
marinade over the skewers as they
cook. Garnish with lime to serve.

PINEAPPLES ARE PACKED
WITH VITAMIN A, WHICH
HAS BEEN SHOWN TO
IMPROVE ORGAN
HEALTH, AND VITAMIN B,
WHICH HELPS REDUCE
STRESS.

Piña colada chia
puddings
Makes: 3 puddings
Prep time: 2 hrs 10 mins
4 tbs chia seeds
½ tsp vanilla extract
Pinch of salt
1 lime, zested
1 cup coconut milk
¼ cup coconut yogurt, plus
extra to serve
• ¼ toasted shredded coconut,
plus extra to serve
• 1 cup fresh pineapple, chopped
• 1 tbs maple syrup or rice malt
syrup, to serve
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOP
TIP!

IF YOU HAVE THE TIME, IT’S IDEAL TO LET
YOUR CHIA SEEDS SOAK OVERNIGHT.

1. Combine chia seeds, vanilla
extract, salt, lime zest and
coconut milk in a medium bowl.
Cover and set in the refrigerator
for a minimum of two hours (or
overnight if you have the time).
As the chia seeds soak, stir every
so often to break up any clumps
as they form.
2. Once soaked, remove from
fridge and stir again to break up
clumps. Add coconut yogurt and
shredded coconut to the mixture
and stir until well combined.
3. To construct the puddings,
begin layering chia mixture and
fresh pineapple in a jar or glass,
starting with chia. To serve, top
with extra coconut yogurt, toasted
coconut flakes and drizzle on
maple syrup or rice malt syrup to
taste. Alternatively, top with your
favourite fruits, nuts and seeds.
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Watermelon, grape
& mint salad
Time: 15 minutes
Makes: 20 servings
10 cups cubed watermelon
10 cups red grapes
1¼ cups apple juice
5 tsp minced fresh mint
5 tsp honey
1. In a large salad bowl, combine
cubed watermelon and red grapes.
2. In a small bowl, combine apple juice,
fresh mint and honey. Whisk to blend.
3. Pour dressing over the fruit salad
and toss to coat. Serve immediately
in a watermelon or large salad bowl.

Serves: 8 - 10

INGREDIENTS

1 SunPork Boston Butt, cut into large strips,
bone discarded
1½ cups soy sauce
1 ⁄ cup honey
3
1 ⁄ cup tomato sauce
3
1 ⁄ cup brown sugar
3
¼ cup Chinese rice wine
2 Tbsp. hoisin sauce
1 Tbsp. red food colouring
2 tsp. Chinese five spice
3 cups rice, cooked & chilled
uncovered overnight
1 cup green peas
6 bacon rashers, diced & cooked
½ cup fresh corn kernels
½ cup red capsicum, diced
1 cup mushrooms, sliced
3 eggs, lightly beaten
1. Combine ½ cup soy sauce,
honey, tomato sauce, brown
sugar, Chinese rice wine, hoisin
sauce, red food colouring and
1 tsp. Chinese five spice in a small
saucepan over medium heat. Stir for
2-3 mins until warm.
2. Place pork in a large sealable bag and
pour marinade over the pieces, then place
in fridge overnight. Remove pork from bag and
cook in frypan for 10 mins or until cooked through.
Slice into 1cm thick pieces.
3. Combine peas, bacon, corn, mushrooms,
capsicum and rice in a fry pan over high heat.
Make a well in the middle of the rice and pour
beaten egg into the pan. Cook for 3 mins.
4. Add remaining soy sauce and remaining Chinese
five spice. Cook for a further 5 mins.
5. Place fried rice on a large platter, top with Char Siu
Pork and serve immediately. Enjoy!

1
2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Meat cuts

EXPLAINED

Bone up on some need-to-know info about a few
different cuts of meat so you can choose the perfect
match for your next meal. BY KAREN FITTALL

P

icking which type of meat you
feel like cooking with is one
thing, but choosing the right cut is
another. And, because the meat case
in the butcher’s department can be a
little intimidating, we’ve put together a
go-to guide about seven popular cuts.
“But remember, if in doubt, ask,” says
Nathan Bishop, Costco’s meat, poultry
and seafood buyer. “At Costco, we have
qualified butchers on hand to assist you in
choosing the right cut for your recipe.”
1

Pork loin steak

A lean and tender cut of meat, it’s also
very versatile. “It’s ideal for pan frying or
cooking on the barbeque when you’re after
a quick, healthy midweek summer meal,”
says Nathan. “But come winter, you can
also dice and slow cook pork loin steaks to
create a tasty winter curry or hot pot.”
2

Beef rib eye steak

Also known as a scotch fillet steak, the rib
eye comes from a muscle that doesn’t have
a heavy workload, so it’s tender and juicy.
“Plus, the fat running through it imparts
great flavour as it cooks,” says Nathan. It’s
ideal for frying or grilling. If you can, try to
cook it on a barbecue with an open flame.
“This really helps to caramelise the fat into
a nice, golden ‘crust’.”
3

Frenched lamb cutlets

One of the most popular lamb cuts,
cutlets are tender, juicy and full of flavour.
When the bone a cutlet sits on has been
‘Frenched’, which means it’s had its cover
of fat and meat removed, they come with
a ready-made ‘handle’. “They also have
a beautiful lamb flavour, thanks to being
cooked on the bone,” says Nathan. Cutlets
are best suited to pan frying or grilling.
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4

1 Sunpork
Pork Loin Steak
Item 13209

Boneless, rolled pork leg

With the bone removed and rolled into a
convenient package, this cut takes the fuss
out of creating a traditional pork roast –
complete with crackling. Place the leg into
a hot oven, wait until the rind crackles up,
then turn the temperature down to 180°C
and cook for 30 minutes per kilogram.
5

Beef New York steak

Sometimes called a sirloin or porterhouse
steak, it’s less expensive than beef rib eye
or tenderloin but is still tender, juicy and
quite lean, with a little bit of marbling
and just a single layer of ‘surface fat’ that
runs along the top. Fast, high-temperature
cooking methods are best, including stir
frying, if you slice the steak thinly.
6

Boneless lamb leg

It’s the quintessential leg of lamb that’s
been boned and rolled. As a result, when
you roast it, it’ll cook a little quicker and
it’s easier to carve. “But if you remove the
netting and trim some of the fat, you can
also create a range of other ‘cuts’,” says
Nathan. “Everything from diced lamb for
a stew, leg steaks for pan frying and even
mini lamb roasts.”
7

7 Kirkland
Signature Beef
Tenderloin Fillet
Item 13190

Beef tenderloin fillet

It’s one of the most tender cuts of beef and
it’s also very lean. Cut it into steaks to be
pan-fried or barbecued, or roast it whole
in the oven. “Due to how tender it is, this
steak is a little more forgiving if you’re
cooking it to ‘well done’, but because it’s
very lean take care that it doesn’t dry
out.” Cover or wrap it in pastry, beef
Wellington style, if you’re cooking it
whole, and take medium-cooked steaks to
well done by finishing them covered in the
oven for a few minutes.
PHOTOGRAPHY BENJAMIN TOWNSEND
STYLING JEFF SIMONETTA

F O R Y O U R TA B L E
2 Kirkland
Signature Beef
Rib Eye Steak
Item 13187

Sunpork
Pork Full Leg
Boned and Rolled
Item 41045
4

3 Kirkland
Signature Lamb
Frenched Cutlets
Item 13055

COOKING
GUIDE
ROAST: Boneless lamb leg

Preheat your oven to 180°C. Per
500g of meat, cook for 20–25
minutes for rare; 25–30 minutes for
medium; and 30–35 for well done.
You’ll know your lamb is cooked
when, placing a meat thermometer
into the centre of your lamb, it hits
60°C for rare, 65–70°C for medium,
and 75°C for well done.
BARBECUE: Pork loin steak

TOP TIP
For best results, let
your meat reach room
temperature before cooking.
Once cooked, allow it to
rest for a few minutes to
give the meat juices
time to settle.

6 Kirkland
Signature Lamb Leg
Boneless Item 13087

Preheat the barbecue and, once hot,
place the steak onto the plate, minus
any oil. Cook for roughly six minutes,
before turning once and cooking for
another two minutes.
STIR FRY: Beef New York steak

Trim any fat and slice meat thinly,
cutting across the grain. Heat a splash
of oil in the wok to a high temperature
and when you see a ‘heat haze’,
you’re ready to go. Sear the beef for
around two minutes, cooking in small,
200g batches to retain the wok’s heat.

5 Kirkland
Signature Beef
New York Steak
Item 13092

Marvel Moment

OUT
NOW

Marvel Studios:
The First 10 Years
Anniversary
Collection
# 47287

This epic boxset tracks the Marvel Cinematic
Universe since its very first movie in 2008! It
features these 12 action-packed junior movie
novels: Iron Man; The Incredible Hulk; Thor;
Captain America The First Avenger; Avengers;
Captain America The Winter Soldier; Guardians
of the Galaxy; Avengers Age of Ultron; Ant-Man;
Captain America Civil War; Doctor Strange;
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol 2.

Travel Must Haves
The Travel
Handbook
Assortment

Book
Corner

For The Cooks

The Nordic
Baking Book

OUT
FEB

# 48430
Nordic culture is renowned for its
love of baking and baked goods.
This book delves into all aspects
of Nordic home baking - modern

and traditional, sweet and savory - with recipes
for everything from breads and pastries to cakes,
cookies, and holiday treats.

The Book Of Tapas

#48495
These handbooks are
packed with tips and
advise on your cruising
and solo travels. Get
essential advise and expert
tips with these ultimate
OUT
planning tools.
FEB

# 48496
With its appetizing dishes of
bite-sized food, usually eaten before
dinner, tapas and tapas culture are
a Spanish way of life... This guide
contains over 250 easy-to-follow
authentic recipes to serve with
drinks in typical Spanish style, or to
combine as a feast to share.

OUT
FEB

For The Kids
Kaleidoscope
Colouring
Assortment

#44766
These kits are an adorable OUT
MAR
OUT visual experience for
MAR all ages! Inside the
Little Genius Small Workbooks 5PK
book you’ll find over 30
# 48486
magnificent images just
Open the door to learning with these fun and portable
waiting to be brought to
educational pads, available for three age groups. They
magical life. The
are perfect for little ones at every stage of learning.
tear-out pages also allow
Featuring key early learning concepts, including:
you to put your artwork
number recognition, alphabet sequence, writing
on display and add joy
practice, simple maths, days and months,
to your day – so get
measurement, location, common sounds and shapes.
colouring!
5 Pack available at Costco.

A RT S A N D E N T E R TA I N M E N T

She’s the first-ever female member
of Australia’s most famous
foursome, an award-winning
kids’ entertainer and a beloved
star in her own right, but there’s
much more to The Wiggles’ Emma
Watkins than meets the eye.
BY JIYAN DESSENS

Dancing queen
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A RT S A N D E N T E R TA I N M E N T

RAISING
AWARENESS
For Emma, announcing her battle with
endometriosis was an easy decision
made with the full support of her
co-stars. But she was stunned by the
number of Australian women suffering
in silence – approximately one in ten.
“I didn’t actually realise how many
other people were suffering, and
because I didn’t know anything about
the disease, it took me so long to
realise there was a problem,” she says.
“Giving awareness to endometriosis is
such a good thing, because it means
people don’t think they’re alone. For
a year and a half, I had no idea what
was going on with my body, but now
I’m in a better place.”

F

rom health issues to heartache, it’s
been a big 12 months for the woman
in the yellow skivvy. But for Wiggly
superstar Emma Watkins, putting her own
needs first was the real challenge.
“You get so protective of the skivvy,
which is a bit weird,” she explains. “You
don’t ever want to be sick. You don’t ever
want to let any of the children down.”
Speaking to Costco on a sunny
Thursday afternoon, less than 24 hours
after an on-the-spot medical procedure to
treat her endometriosis, she’s open, fun
and full of laughter – and can’t wait to get
back on stage.

Foundations in movement

Her journey into the spotlight may not have
been traditional, but for Emma it all seems
“quite cyclical”. She first began dance
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classes at the age of four, after watching
the original Wiggles quartet Irish dancing
on television.
“Apparently I said to Mum that I wanted
to do that,” Emma laughs. “Mum always
says that, as soon as I was born, she was
under new management. I think she just
thought, ‘Well, I’d better pay attention!’”
Now, at the age of 29, her persistence
has well and truly paid off, and she’s
helping The Wiggles celebrate the same
amount of time on stage by spreading
her love of different dancing styles to a
new generation. This is achieved in the
second season of her solo show, Emma!
Series 2, which will premier on ABC in
mid-2019, and introduces children to a
new form of dance in each episode –
from rhythmic African gumboot dancing
to classical Indian movement. A number

of interactive books are also helping to
make kids’ learning doubly fun, such as
Emma’s Ballet Class Book & Tutu Set and
The Wiggles Singalong Slipcase, both
of which are currently available at your
local Costco warehouse.
“It’s just such an inclusive way for
children to learn,” she says. “It’s nice to
encourage them to do more than just
observe, especially if they’re really young
and can’t read. I think the colours and the
drawings and the music are just another
way to get them involved in literacy.”

Finding her voice

Emma and her distinctive black-and-yellow
bow are now both firm fan favourites, with
even original band member Anthony Field
celebrating her status as “the Elvis of The
Wiggles”. But it hasn’t always been this

Emma

ON TOUR
See Emma live on The
Wiggles 2019 ‘Wiggle
Fun’ Tour! Visit
thewiggles.com.au
for more info.

way. In fact, at the beginning, no one was
sure whether the rebooted Wiggles group
was even going to work.
“I hadn’t ever really formally learnt to
sing before I joined The Wiggles, so when
I had to start recording songs it was a
huge shock,” she explains. “At that stage,
I think even [Blue Wiggle] Anthony was
quite nervous because I didn’t know if I’d
be able to hold a tune.”
Like her colleagues, Red Wiggle
Simon Pryce and Purple Wiggle Lachy
Gillespie, Emma rose to fame working
for the company in other roles. She first
appeared throughout The Wiggles shows
as Fairy Larissa, Wags the Dog, Dorothy
the Dinosaur and as a Wiggly Dancer,
and became particularly acquainted with
the original Wiggles members by creating
and editing videos of the group while
they were on tour. But despite all of this
experience, being the first female member
of the band made her role significantly
more challenging.

“The first years were really hard
because I was trying to figure out where
my voice would fit in this key that was
written for the boys,” she says. “When
we did the first show I felt like I was just
saying everything that [original Wiggles]
Murray or Greg would say, and I thought,
‘Wow, that doesn’t even sound like me, I
don’t even know who I am.’”
Being in front of the microphone –
and behind a drum kit – changed her
perspective, enabling Emma to become
more confident. Building strong bonds with
her co-stars helped, too.
“I would feel more comfortable if I was
singing with Lachy because he was helping
me with harmony,” she explains. “Through
his encouragement I definitely started to
relax into it.”

Taking centre stage

While her marriage to Lachy has occupied
recent headlines, Emma says that, despite
their separation, not a whole lot has

changed for the children’s supergroup.
They recently returned from their biggest
tour of Canada, which included a massive
80 shows over just six weeks.
“Doing the shows now is a breeze
because we’re all such good mates,
especially Lachy and I,” she explains. “I
think because our relationship started out
of our friendship, it feels so good to have
each other still as best friends. I couldn’t
imagine my life on the road without him.”
And when it comes to her health,
Emma’s role as the Yellow Wiggle isn’t a
burden. If anything, it’s aiding her recovery
while also enabling her to focus on what’s
really important.
“It has been a really big year, but if any
of my experiences can help other people
that’s all I really care about,” she says.
“The penny dropped for me a couple of
years ago when I realised it was more
about the children than anything else.
Once you start thinking about them, you
don’t really care about yourself.”

MAKING LEARNING FUN
Whether your little one loves to dance or
sing, The Wiggles are here to help with
these engaging book sets.

Aspiring
singers

Budding
ballerinas

The Wiggles
Emma’s Ballet
Class Book &
Tutu Set
Item 48083

The Wiggles
Singalong Slipcase
Item 48084
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3-PACK

READING GLASSES

• CASES INCLUDED
• PREMIUM QUALITY
• SCRATCH-RESISTANT LENSES
• CLASSIC & FASHION STYLES

FOR YOUR HOME

Want to keep your home
safe and sound? Read on
to get the expert’s advice.
BY CLAIRE RORKE

P

rotecting your home and property
is important. According to Jeremy
Stewart, Vice President of Marketing
at Swann Communications, using a
home security system is the best way to
prevent theft. “Home security systems play
an important role in deterring security
incidents,” he explains. “It brings you great
peace of mind not only in your day-to-day
life while you’re at work, but also when
you’re away on holidays.”
These days, many security systems are
easy to install; the hard part is deciding
which system works best for you. We
asked Jeremy for his advice on the Swann
security cameras currently in the warehouse
so that you’re faced with no troubles when
it comes to protecting your home.

hacks for your

HOME’S SECURITY
Super HD resolution

Looking for a crystal clear picture? Then
a high-resolution security camera is the
way to go. These cameras offer superior
5MP image resolution, which is 2.4 times
clearer than 1080p models, and 40m
night vision. Completely weatherproof,
they can be easily installed with a single
Ethernet cable per camera and offer
remote smartphone viewing. Plus, they
work with Google Assistant, allowing
control via voice commands, and can
also upload still images to Dropbox
for off-site storage. “It’s great for those
looking for a fully wired, premium quality
CCTV kit with crisp Super HD 5MP image
quality and audio capture,”
says Jeremy.
Swann NVR88580 with 8 x
5MP Thermal
Sensing Cameras
Item 45186

Easy and affordable
permanent security

Wireless and
apartment friendly

Swann DVR4575 with 2
Dome and 4
Bullet Cameras
Item 47061

Swann Security
with 3 Wireless
Cameras
Item 45178

If you need to cover a large area but don’t
have the budget, go for a system with a
wide-angle view. Perfect for surveillance on
medium-sized, semi-detached properties,
this system is weatherproof with 30m
night vision, thermal sensing cameras and
integration with Google Assistant and
Dropbox. “It’s ideal for those looking for
an affordable Full HD 1080p CCTV kit,
with the reliability that comes with a fully
wired security system,” Jeremy explains.
It also comes with Swann’s ‘Smart Search’
technology, allowing you to select an area
of the image and search for movement in
the playback.

Those living in rental properties might be
concerned about drilling into walls with
a full-on installation, so why not try a
wire-free system? “This system is 100 per
cent wire-free and runs on rechargeable
batteries, making it great for apartments
and renters,” says Jeremy. The cameras
are designed to rest on any flat surface,
be mounted with double-sided tape or
drilled in, offering significant flexibility of
mounting locations. “This allows installation
in detached places, like sheds, if they are
within wi-fi range” says Jeremy. “They’re
also weatherproof and cloud-storage
enabled, so you’ll have video evidence
even if your camera goes missing.”
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FOR YOUR HOME

FLOORING

focus

A new floor and a lick of paint can
take a home from daggy to designer
in a matter of days. Here’s how to find
the right floor for your home.
BY KIM GILLAN

A new floor and a lick of paint can take a
home from daggy to designer in a matter
of days. Here’s how to find the right floor
for your home. BY KIM GILLAN

HARDWOOD
The original of the wooden floors,
hardwood remains a very popular
choice for people who want an
authentic wood feel. “It’s the most
expensive type of flooring and it
looks natural, obviously because it is,”
Claude explains.
Unless you’re a particularly handy
home improver, you’ll probably need to
factor in labour costs for a professional
floorboard layer. “It’s not as DIY-

friendly as it’s a nail-down installation,”
Claude says.
PROS: Natural wood texture and
acoustics, plus available in a wide
range of timbers.
CONS: Typically the most expensive
flooring option, usually can’t be selfinstalled, and can get scratches and
dents. Not water resistant, so not
suitable for bathrooms.

W

hether it’s those orange retro
tiles or that stained carpet,
a floor that is dated, dirty or
impractical can really kill a home’s vibe.
But the good news is, a fresh floor can
modernise your home without breaking the
bank. “When members purchase flooring
from Costco, they know they are getting
the best quality at the best price,” says
Praveen Kumar, hardware buyer at Costco
Australia. “Costco’s flooring comes in the
latest trends, styles and shades, meaning
lots of variety for Australian shoppers.”
Laminate flooring is a firm favourite
with members, with many colour options
now available. “Grey coloured floors have
been very popular lately and we’re also
seeing the rustic look coming up, where it
looks a bit worn out,” says Claude Caron,
Vice President of Marketing and Sales at J.
Sonic, Costco’s laminate flooring supplier.
“Laminate floors are easy to maintain,
hygienic and you can use rugs to decorate,
so it’s no surprise they are so popular.”
The only question that remains is: Which
floor is for you?

BAMBOO
Greenies, this one’s for you. With
the average bamboo tree taking
just three to five years to reach
maturity – compared to some 25
years for an oak tree – bamboo
is one of the most sustainable
flooring options on the market.
“It’s a renewable resource,”
Claude explains. “It’s also a more
cost-efficient hardwood.”
Like other hardwoods, bamboo
flooring usually requires a
professional to install. “It’s more
expensive than laminate but if
somebody wants a wood floor,
it’s more palatable in terms of
pricing [than other hardwood],”
Claude says.
PROS: Natural, cheaper than
hardwood, and eco-friendly.
CONS: More expensive than
laminate and can’t usually be selfinstalled. Not water resistant, so
not suitable for bathrooms.
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The newest edition to the
Kirkland Signature family

600ml

ALSO AVAILABLE

• Natural Spring Water
• Produced in Australia
• 12 x 1.5L Bottles
• Ideal for entertaining,
outdoor activities, sports and fitness

FOR YOUR HOME

VINYL
If you want consistent flooring
through your whole home, then
vinyl might be for you. “It’s
suitable for anywhere in the
house because it’s made from
waterproof material so can
be installed in bathrooms and
kitchens without a problem,”
Claude points out. “There are
some interesting visual choices as
well, whether you go for plank
style or tile style.”
Traditionally, vinyl flooring
was quite prone to scratching
and indentations but Claude says
that these concerns need not be
a barrier these days. “There are
some new vinyl solutions that
have a rigid core and have more
of a laminate feel,” she points
out. “It is certainly more resistant
than wood.”

f e e ls
Laminate foot
er
great und
LAMINATE

PROS: Can be used all over
the home, plus comes in a wide
variety of designs.
CONS: More expensive than
laminate, prone to scratching.

“LAMINATE FLOORS ARE
EASY TO MAINTAIN,
HYGIENIC AND YOU CAN
USE RUGS TO DECORATE,
SO IT’S NO SURPRISE THEY
ARE SO POPULAR.”

LAMINATE

installation tips

If you’re after a wood-look floor and
are on a budget, then you can’t go
past laminate. It’s come a long way
in the past decade or so, with digital
printing meaning plenty of naturallooking designs and textures, plus
durable materials, making it the home
renovator’s floor of choice. “It’s one of
the most affordable flooring options,”
Claude says. “So many people who
want to do their own renovations
would opt for laminate due to its low
price per square metre and for its ease
of installation – all you have to do is
click them together.”
Not all laminates are created
equal, however, and Praveen says that
Costco customers are always pleased
to discover that the laminate from
Costco is thicker and great quality.
“Our Golden Select laminate items are

1

Acclimatise it
“Leave it in a room
where it’s going to be
installed for at least 48
hours prior to installation,”
Claude says.

2

Buy a bit more
“Always account for
some wastage when you’re
calculating the amount of
material you need,” Claude

15mm thick and include a 2mm preattached foam underlay,” she explains.
PROS: Affordable, durable and
extremely easy to install.
CONS: It’s not waterproof so not
usually suitable for bathrooms.

Golden Select
Harbour Oak
Laminate Flooring
Item 404881

Golden Select
Modern Walnut
Laminate Flooring
Item 44862

says. “Allow for maybe a
five per cent buffer.”

over concrete, use vapour
barriers,” Claude advises.

3

5

Lay it lengthwise
“Laying planks parallel
to the longest wall makes a
room look larger,” Claude
points out.

4

Consider concrete
“If you’re installing
your laminate flooring

Leave a gap
“A floating floor is
meant to adjust and move
as the climate changes,”
Claude explains. “To allow
for this, make sure that you
leave a 10mm gap around
the perimeter of the room
and fixed objects.”
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MEMBER CONNECTION

AT COSTCO
Discover what’s going on behind the scenes at your
local warehouse. Plus, special events for members!

BY SARA YUSUF

NEW & IMPROVED
Our Kirkland Signature spring water
is a firm member favourite and now
it’s even bigger and better than
ever! Our new and improved item
is sourced from local suppliers right
here in Australia. Plus, thanks to
additional cost savings, members
are getting more bang for their
buck with jumbo 1.5L bottles.

Kirkland Signature Australian
Spring Water 12x1.5L Item 1224834

DID YOU KNOW?

KEN DUNCAN COMES TO COSTCO
Attention all art lovers! Award-winning
Australian photographer Ken Duncan will
be at Costco warehouses this year, hosting
a unique art gallery roadshow. Members
will be able to view and purchase some of
Ken’s incredible work, plus his brand new
books, cards, jigsaw puzzles and more,
at the value you’ve come to expect from
Costco. Members will also have a chance

14 March is Pi Day! It’s observed
on this day because 3, 1, and 4
are the first three significant digits
of π. Celebrate this Pi Day with a
freshly baked meat pie from your
local Costco food court.

to meet the man himself! Call the Ken
Duncan Gallery on 02 4367 6701 for
more information.
ROADSHOW DATES &
LOCATIONS
• Kilburn, SA: 23 Jan–3 Feb
• Majura Park, ACT: 27 Feb–10 Mar
• Moorabbin, VIC: 8–19 May

14

MARCH

LIVE PLANT
ROLLOUT

These item
s are easy
to transpla
Just carefu
nt!
lly remove
your plant
from its po
t, check th
e roots, rep
in your gar
lant
den and wa
ter well.
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You may have noticed some extra
greenery at your local Costco of late.
That’s because our live plant rollout
has officially hit warehouses Australiawide! Featuring a seasonal selection of
flowering trees, landscaping plants and
ornamentals, the range will only be
available while stocks last, so be sure
to get in early!
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